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WHAT’S CRACKIN’?
THANK YOU
It’s been three years since southcentral Alaska was shaken 
by the magnitude 7.1 earthquake and in many ways, the 
world still hasn’t stopped shaking. Since then, we’ve seen 
a few other big, unexpected events that have turned 
our reality upside down. The earthquake was a solid dry 
run for the stranger things that came next, showing how 
Alaskans respond swiftly to emergencies, adapt to changing 
circumstances, and display resilience in the tenacity of how 
we plan and execute long-term solutions. A persistent, 
clear theme over the last three years has been our need for 
connection. The physical infrastructure safe-guarded by the 
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 
and their cadre of consultants and contractors is critical 

to Alaskans’ lives, loves, and livelihoods. Without roads, 
bridges, airports, etc., we’re separated from the global 
and national economies, our far-flung social networks, the 
recreational and subsistence resources that sustain us, 
and each other. On behalf of every person who lives and 
travels in, though, and to our great state, a most heartfelt 
thank you goes out to team who have led us through the 
earthquake response and repair projects. For the tireless 
hours and dedication given by M&O staff, engineers, project 
managers, construction crews, support staff, leadership, 
and others at DOT&PF and the broader consultant/
contractor team, Thank You – for keeping us moving, and 
helping us stay connected.  
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permanent repair projects
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We still have work to come, but most 
of the design phase in complete and 
transitioned to construction. Next 
summer Alaskans will see the majority 
of the repairs under construction. 

*Note: The 112 sites 
that were removed from 
the EQ program due to 
pre-earthquake damage 
or other reasons are not 
shown on this map.

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF DAMAGE SITES
ELIGIBLE FOR EMERGENCY
FHWA & FEMA FUNDING HIGHWAYS

116
AIRPORTS

8
FACILITIES

6
BRIDGES

20

$5.9M
$0.0M $9.9M

Expenditures

$53.6M
75.2%

$0.0M
0%

$71.3M
100%

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES VS BUDGET
This graphic portrays the administrative costs for 
FHWA and FEMA Category Z expenses. Dollars actually 
spent by DOT&PF to date are shown in contrast to the 
expected budgeted costs to complete repairs. This work 
encompasses program management, tracking projects, 
coordinating with agencies and working to make sure 
Alaska is reimbursed. 

FUNDED VS TO BE FUNDED
The Future Obligation Status Report (FOSR) is an estimate 
of anticipated funding requests for design, utility 
agreements, right-of-way, and construction for the repairs. 
Throughout the earthquake program the estimates have 
fluctuated adjusting to actual design costs, construction 
bid results, and change order costs. The majority of the 
funds have been authorized and as the program progresses 
the remaining funds will be authorized. 
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